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Abstract. The memory hierarchy becomes the bottleneck for multiprocessors
systems as its evolution does not keep pace with processor technology. This study
intends to identify the relationship between performance slow-down and mem-
ory pressure, using hardware performance counters. Based on this relationship,
we propose an adaptive control system that improves the efficiency of load bal-
ancing among the computer resources. The DRAC system, our adaptive control
system, observes the access requests on the memory bus. It then adapts its user-
level scheduling strategy to maximize the resource utilization. We describe the
DRAC system and its mathematical model. We show experimental results that
prove the DRAC system is nearly optimal with our model.

1 Introduction

The impact of memory hierarchy on the multiprocessor performance is well known [5].
As the technological development of processors is much faster than the one of mem-
ories, it has become a widely studied bottleneck. A strong relation between the slow-
down on multiprocessor architecture and memory pressure [9, 3] has been identified.

Adaptive control system approach can be used to prevent apparition of bottlenecks,
like Paradyn [8] and Autopilot [11] which are based on user defined sensors and actors
that implement the mechanism of control. However those systems provide frameworks
for developing applications, not improving the concurrent execution of a set of applica-
tions. Another system, the Polychronopoulos’s project [9] proposes to monitor memory
swap requests to adapt its scheduling strategy at the kernel-level. This system tries to
avoid using swap.

These systems need low-level information to adapt their scheduling strategy. Most
of them use hardware counters that make it possible to observe a large number of low
level events like cache misses or memory bus transactions.

The first generation of tools provided raw data from hardware counters to the users.
Tools like TAU [1] and HPM Toolkit [4] propose processing of higher level: statistic
tools, automatic instrumentation and visualization tools. The most important problem
of these counters is their heterogeneity among processors. The counter type and access
modes differ from one processor family to another. Two projects, PCL [2] and PAPI
[6], address this problem and propose an application programming interface (API) to
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Fig. 1. Evolution of the speed-up according to the increase of memory rate (Dual Pentium II and
IV Processor).

abstract the architecture of many processors. The PAPI project provides a simple inter-
face for all counters and all events in many architectures.

Based on the hardware counters, we propose the DRAC project (aDaptive contRol
system with hArdware performance Counters). Its aim is to maximize the efficiency
of memory hierarchy utilization. The current DRAC system was developed in order to
optimize memory management. It identifies memory pressure during runtime and reacts
to reduce the amount of memory hierarchy saturation. It has a robust dynamic control
of processes.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the bases on which DRAC is
build. In Section 3 we show the DRAC System, in Section 4 we explain the mathemat-
ical model used in our work, and in Section 5 we show an experimental evaluation of
the DRAC system and its comparison with our model. In the last section we conclude
and give directions for future works.

2 Links Between Application Behavior and Memory Activity

An efficient adaptive control system of memory hierarchy based on hardware coun-
ters needs to identify the relationship between speed-up and event counters, and needs
applications with foreseeable behavior to provide robustness.

We have observed the evolution of the memory bandwidth utilization over the time
for several SPEC2000 Benchmarks [12] (11 SPEC INT programs and 9 SPEC FP pro-
grams). We identified three different categories: stable, unstable and multi-regions. The
first one has a steady memory utilization during the execution (70% of the test programs
are following this behavior). For the second one, the memory access rate changes for
each probe (around 10% of the programs). Finally, the last one has different stable areas
over the time (the last 20%).

Thus, as the memory behavior of applications is foreseeable, the DRAC system can
use previous information on memory behavior of applications to improve the schedul-
ing strategy. In the following, we will introduce the relationship between speed-up and
memory bus rate. This relationship might be used to detect the memory utilization effi-
ciency. It might detect available memory bandwidth as well as memory bottlenecks.
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The test platform is composed of two computers. The first one is a dual PII processor
of 450 MHz, its memory bus runs at 66MHz, and it has 512 KB of memory cache. The
second one is a dual PIV processor of 1.7 GHz, its memory bus runs at 400 MHz and it
has 256KB of memory cache.

Figure 1 presents the speed-up according to the memory rate on P6 and PIV family
computers. In our tests we used memory benchmarks like STREAM [7], and computing
benchmarks like NPB-3.0 [13] (OpenMP version) . We used the performance counters
to measure the memory rate in memory hierarchy (memory bus transactions) with the
perfctr’s [10] library (a PAPI [6] library component). Even if this library uses low-
level hardware mechanisms and sensible event counters, the standard deviation of the
measures remains small and is not represented.

Figure 1(a) (resp. Figure 1(b)) shows the tests on a Pentium II dual processor com-
puter (resp. PIV). We used the events that count the number of memory bus transactions
to measure the memory bus activity. For NAS Parallel Benchmarks [13] we have one
dot in the graph for each program (EP, BT, MG, SP and FT). We used the STREAM
benchmarks [7] (Triad, Copy, Add and Scale) to measure the speed-up for different
memory bus rates. To change the memory bus rate of the STREAM benchmark, we
modified the main loop. We added assembler instructions (nop) in the source code to
change the memory rate evolution. We developed another program to measure the mem-
ory bus activity: Stride. It copies an array and accesses different memory pages in order
not to use the cache.

We observe on Figure 1 that when the memory bus rate is low, the speed-up is
optimal (two). When the memory bus rate is reaching the full capability of the bus, the
speed-up falls to one. The NPB-3.0 EP speed-up is close to the optimal and has a low
memory access rate. Other NPB Benchmark programs reach the full capacity of the bus
and their speed-up fall. We do not show all STREAM benchmarks nor Stride results
because all these programs have the same behavior than Copy and Triad. They have a
gradual increase of memory bus rate utilization and the same characteristics of speed-up
and memory rate.

As a shared resource, the memory can be a bottleneck. It can lead to slow-down
in the execution of applications. We showed that for some areas, it is possible to link
memory behavior and speed-up. For example, on Intel PII, applications with memory
rate under around 5.106 memory transactions per second have a high speed-up, whereas
applications with 12.106 memory transactions per second have a low one. Moreover as
most applications have a steady memory utilization, the DRAC system can use this
information to adapt its scheduling and optimize memory utilization.

3 DRAC: Adaptive Control System

In this section we present the first implementation of the DRAC system, currently an
adaptive control system that reacts to memory bottleneck. It schedules processes to
optimize memory management.

The DRAC system monitors the memory bus and detects slow-down possibility
(cf. section 2). Then it schedules processes according to their memory consumption
to obtain a better memory utilization. The goal of DRAC is to avoid the cases where
requests exceed the memory bus capacity.
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Fig. 2. (a): The DRAC System architecture. The simple scheduler uses a list of running processes
and the memory bus activity to take a decision. The admission control waits for a new process.
(b): An hypothetic scenario with the worst and the optimal scheduling.

We can define the DRAC system as a dynamic, preventive, adaptive and non-intru-
sive system as described in [9]. It is dynamic, since the DRAC base identifies the pro-
cesses behavior at runtime. It is preventive, because this system reacts to situations
which may lead to memory bus saturation. It is adaptive as it performs online scheduling
changes. It is non-intrusive, because it does not adversely affect the program execution.

3.1 System Architecture

DRAC is composed of two different layers: the hardware layer and the system one.
The hardware layer manages the register counters. The system layer takes care of the
user-level scheduling. Our system observes the memory hierarchy activity through the
perfctr [10] low-level library. We developed a new simple scheduler that bases its deci-
sions on this information.

Figure 2 (a) shows this architecture. The user-level scheduler takes a list of pro-
cesses and may change its scheduling according to the memory hierarchy activity pro-
vided by the memory monitor. The list of processes is shared between the scheduler
and the admission control. This list contains all the process information. The admission
control receives the requests for new processes. Then it checks if the system has free
memory available and the number of running processes. If both values are under limits,
a new process is executed, else it is suspended until the end of another process.

3.2 Implementation

Thanks to the low performance intrusion of the hardware counters, the DRAC system
can estimate at runtime the speed-up of applications. Indeed, the memory access rate
can be measured with the hardware counters and we showed in section 2 the relationship
between the speed-up and this rate.

The overhead of context switching misuses resources during the runtime, so we
need a strong decision system to avoid unnecessary ones. We choose to use an hysteresis
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control on account of its robustness with disturbed data. We take the decision according
to two limits: the first one max limit represents the maximum wanted utilization of the
bus. When this limit is reached one considers that the bus might become saturated. The
second one min limit is the threshold under which resources are considered under-used.
These limits are fixed manually for each processor.

When the scheduler identifies a memory bus saturation, it stops the most memory
bus consuming process. It substitutes this process with another one that does less mem-
ory access. The same policy decision was done in Polychronopoulos’s system [9] but
in another memory hierarchy level. We proceed according to the memory bus activity,
whereas the Polychronopoulos’s system focuses on swap requests. The DRAC system
observes the process behavior at runtime and saves the information within the list of
processes. When the system needs to know how much memory bus a process uses, it
checks the list of processes. If a process has never been started, there are no information
on it in the list. If no process has the right characteristics, the system takes a random
process.

The Figure 2 (b) shows two examples of scheduling: the optimal one, and the worst
one. We consider two kinds of processes: the grey process that does many access on the
memory bus (memory bus pressure) and the white one that does nearly no access (no
memory bus pressure). The sequential time of the grey process is 5 units of time. If two
grey processes are executed during the same time, they take a delay. So, we observe that
with an optimal scheduler, the final time is 10 units of time whereas with a worst one it
is 13 units.

The DRAC system follows the hypothesis of the model presented in the next sec-
tion. As the DRAC system decision algorithm depends on previous memory access rate
values, it needs applications with a steady memory access rate. Hopefully, most appli-
cations have such behavior (cf. section 2).

4 Mathematical Model

The previous sections showed that memory load influences the application execution
time and our adaptive control system. But there is still to know how this time is affected
by different scheduling strategies. We describe the mathematical model used to formally
approach the problem. Changes in the execution environment lead to several behaviors.
In this study we choose to evaluate the influences of the memory management on a
finite set of jobs. This model can be used to evaluate the quality of DRAC scheduling
as well as its overhead.

4.1 Slow-Down According to the Memory System Load

We will model here the impact of the memory system load on the runtime as it can be
experimentally seen in the previous sections.

Hypothesis:
1. The memory model is simple: a memory bus shared by all processors.
2. Dependencies between the n running processes is limited to bus memory access (it

implies that processes do not use the swap).
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3. The instruction flows of the processes are the same when they run alone or with
other parallel processes.

4. The memory access rate demand of the processes is constant over time1.

Definitions: Let n be the number of jobs, running on a p processor computer. Let
dseq(i) be the memory rate of processes i for i ∈ {1 . . . n} and dmax is the full capacity
of the memory bus. We define the following load:

– The load of the process i: α(i) = dseq(i)
dmax

, where α is the proportion of the memory
bus the process i uses when running alone. If α(i) = 0 the process does not use the
memory bus, if α(i) = 1 the process saturates the memory bus.

– Theoretical load of the computer:
∑ n

i=1 dseq(i)

dmax
. The theoretical load can be greater

than 1 if the sum of the memory rates is higher than the maximum capacity of the
bus.

– Real load of the computer: min(1,
∑n

i=1 dseq(i)

dmax
), the theoretical load of the com-

puter or 1 when the former exceeds 1.

The total time of the program execution is: Tall = tseq

p ∗ max(1,
∑ n

i=1 dseq(i)

dmax
).

where the sequential time tseq is the processor time spent by n processes one after
another (tseq =

∑n
i=1 ti).

4.2 Case-Study: Dual Processor Architectures

In this section, we emphasize the dual processor case to show an application of this
mathematic model. We will use three schedulings: Tmin the Best Scheduling, Tmax the
Worst Scheduling and Trand the Random Scheduling. For those three cases, we will
evaluate the parallel execution times Tall.

The scenario is composed of two types of processes P0 and P1. P0 does not access
memory (α(P0) = 0), whereas P1 does (α(P1) ∈ [0, 1]). The speed-up of a process
is tseq/tall when running two processes P . The speed-up of P0 is two. The speed-up
of P1 is δ (δ = 2

max(1,2α) ). β is the ratio of processes P1, so β = nP1
N . N is the total

number of processes: N = nP0 + nP1 . The parallel execution time of Pi and Pj is
tp(Pi, Pj) where i ∈ {0 . . . 1} and j ∈ {0 . . . 1}. We suppose that when P0 and P1 are
running alone, their execution times are the same.

The following formula is the total execution time of the two set of processes. As
P0 does not use the memory bus, running P0 in parallel with P1 does not slow down
the execution. Running twice P1 may slow down the execution with a factor of 2/δ
by definition of δ. TPiPj is the total execution time of all sequences where Pi is in
parallel with Pj during the runtime and tth(PiPj) is the execution time with no memory
congestion.

Tall = tth(P0P0) + tth(P1P0) + tth(P0P1) +
2
δ
tth(P1P1)

For the Random Scheduling we will calculate the time expectancy of a parallel exe-
cution. To calculate this expectancy we need the probability of each different execution:

1 If this rate varies too much, it becomes impossible to predict the behavior of the process.
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Prob(P0P0) = (1−β)2, Prob(P1P0) = Prob(P0P1) = β(1−β), Prob(P1P1) = β2.
The expected time of a random execution is: Trand = N

2 (1 + β2(2
δ − 1)).

The Best Scheduling is obtained by minimizing the time when P1 is running in
parallel with itself:

– If 0% ≤ β ≤ 50% , so nP0 ≥ nP1 : Tmin = N
2

– If 50% ≤ β ≤ 100%, so nP0 ≤ nP1 : Tmin = N(1 − β + 1
δ · (2 · β − 1)).

The Worst Scheduling is obtained by maximizing the time when P1 is running in
parallel with itself: Tmax = N

2 (1 + β(2
δ − 1))
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Fig. 3. Normalized execution time of four different scheduling strategies according to the per-
centage of processes with high memory bus activity on the dual Pentium II and IV processor.

The relationship (cf. Section 2) between the memory load and the slow-down has
been compared with the experimentations. We used this as the base of the model. An
optimal memory management can be achieved. It can be proved that the maximum time
variation according to the scheduling for dual processors is when β = 50%. In this case
the best scheduling is 50% faster than the worst one. These model can be generalised to
p-processor, and keeps the same properties with p > 2. As the model provides the best
and random scheduling, it will help to validate the DRAC scheduling.

5 Experimental Results

In this section, we present the experimental validation of our model hypothesis and
some experimental evaluations of the DRAC system. For all these experiments, we
used the GNU/Linux operating system with kernel 2.4.18 and the GNU compiler for C
language (gcc-3.2 with -O3 optimization). These results are obtained with the DRAC
system (cf. section 3). We used a set of jobs with two kinds of processes, one with high
memory bus activity (SPEC FP ART) and another one with low memory bus activity
(SPEC FP MESA). We performed tests on two different dual processors, one PII, and
one PIV (cf. section 2). Our experiments used four different schedulers that restrict the
total number of running processes to the number of processors: the Worst Scheduling,
the Best Scheduling, the Random Scheduling which are obtained with the mathematical
model described in Section 4, and the DRAC System.
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The experimental results on Pentium II (Figure 3(a)) show that the DRAC system
is 2% slower than the Best Scheduling and its worst result over the Random Scheduling
is when β < 25% where DRAC is as fast as it. In the case where β = 50%, our system
runs 5% faster than the Random Scheduling and 12% faster than the Worst Scheduling.

The results on Pentium IV (Figure 3(b)) show that the DRAC system achieves nearly
the same time as the Best Scheduling strategy (less than 2% slower). When β is 50%,
the DRAC system is 20% faster than the Random Scheduling and 41% faster than the
Worst Scheduling.

These results show that the DRAC system provides an efficient scheduling accord-
ing to the memory bus activity of processes, without a large overhead (less than 2%).

6 Conclusion and Future Works

We presented a study of the impact of the memory hierarchy utilization on multiproces-
sor system. We verified that the memory bus bottleneck slows-down processes. Then
we identified the relationship between the memory access rate and this slow-down.
Moreover, with the model, we proved that it is possible to obtain a speed-up of 50%
compared to the worst scheduling in some cases.

We used these results to propose DRAC, an adaptive control system whose main
goal is to avoid memory bottleneck. DRAC is supposed to work with steady mem-
ory utilization processes on account of its scheduling strategy. Some NAS, STREAM
and SPEC2000 benchmarks are following our hypotheses, we showed that DRAC can
achieve a significant improvement on real applications. The DRAC system has been
tested with several kind of processes. Its performance has been compared with the
model and it has been verified that its scheduling was nearly optimal (less than 2%
slower) for dual processor. The same tests have been done with four processor and the
results seem at least as good.

Future works go in the direction of testing the DRAC system with other real appli-
cations. As soon as possible we will test the memory behavior of the Intel Itanium II
multiprocessor. We have already started to study the hardware performance counters in
this architecture. Another part of this future work is to broaden this study to the case of
shared memory systems following the OpenMP specifications, and to take into account
workloads induced by other resources like the network or the disks on the memory
hierarchy.
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